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Data Recovery Software for Mac launched by Disk Doctors
Published on 01/08/09
Disk Doctors Mac Data Recovery software for Apple Mac has been announced by Disk Doctor
Labs, Inc. The software is compatible with Mac OS X Leopard and Tiger and is a stand-alone
software solution, which supports both Power PC and Intel based Apple Mac computers. The
product provides recovery from Hard Drives, Camera/Flash cards, Firewire drives, and USB
drives that includes LaCie, iOmega, Seagate, Maxtor, G-drive and other popular storages.
Norcross, Georgia - Disk Doctors Mac Data Recovery software for Apple Mac has been
announced by Disk Doctor Labs, Inc a leader in data recovery, system optimization and
security applications. The software is compatible with Mac OS X Leopard and Tiger and is a
stand-alone software solution, which supports both Power PC and Intel based Apple Mac
computers. The product provides recovery from Hard Drives, Camera/Flash cards, Firewire
drives, and USB drives that includes LaCie, iOmega, Seagate, Maxtor, G-drive and other
popular storages.
Launch of Disk Doctors Mac Data Recovery software has enhanced Disk Doctors professional
reputation as a major player in providing professional level data recovery and security
applications to its corporate clients, home users, which eventually will help users to
recover critical information to avoid any tangible losses caused due to data loss.
Important Mac Data Recovery software features include:
a) Neatly crafted user interface that allows even a novice to handle complex recovery
b) Supports HFS+ and HFSX file system
c) Most powerful scan engine to recovery deleted files
d) Advance volume scanning option helps in recovering formatted volumes, volumes when not
getting mounted, volumes having damaged partition map, volumes having corrupt catalog file
or any kind of corruption in B-Tree
e) Powerful lost volume search to locate lost / missing volumes.
f) Simplicity and ease of handling recovered data matches Mac OSX "finder"
g) Smart file preview option to preview files before recovery, which included photo, video
and audio preview
"Adding Mac platform support for data recovery with Disk Doctors Mac recovery software has
helped us to reach an entirely new level of sophistication and effectiveness," said Omer
Faiyaz, CEO, Disk Doctor Labs, Inc.
Disk Doctors Mac Data Recovery version 1.0.1 is available through the Disk Doctors Online
Store and Disk Doctors Authorized Resellers for a suggested retail price of $179 (US) for
a single user license supporting unlimited recovery incidents. Volume and Site licensing
pricing options are available from Disk Doctors Sales Department. Disk Doctors Mac Data
Recovery requires a minimum of 128MB of RAM and is designed to run on Mac OSX 10.4 and
above.
Disk Doctors:
http://www.diskdoctors.net
Mac Data Recovery:
http://www.diskdoctors.net/mac-data-recovery/software.html
Demo Download:
http://www.diskdoctors.net/download.html#mac
Buy Link:
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http://www.diskdoctors.net/data-recovery-software.html#mac
Features:
http://www.diskdoctors.net/mac-data-recovery/features.html
FAQs :
http://www.diskdoctors.net/mac-data-recovery/faq.html

Established in 1991, Disk Doctors Labs is the one of the oldest data recovery companies
spread across 5 countries worldwide. Disk Doctors specializes in recovery of all advanced
data loss cases including Raid Recovery and its product portfolio consists of several Data
Recovery Software, UndeleteTools and Data Security Utilities. Continuous research &
development efforts leading to various path breaking technologies at Disk Doctor Labs have
made some of the impossible data recovery cases possible.
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